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Agriculture
The essential structure
The world has been a predominantly agricultural economy for
millenia; actually the urban pupulation has upped the rural one
only in the second half of the last century.
Thus, the main activity catering for mankind's livelihood was
indeed agriculture.
Agriculture produced most of the real income of
non-developed economies: food, clothing, shelter.
The basic needs for the overwhelmingly majority of the
population.
Low productivity, low level of real capital.
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To-day, in the developing world
Agriculture
Land tenure
There are various types of land tenure both in historical time
and in geographical space.
Manorial holdings
Village-centred agricultural (free-holders)
Landord dominated agriculture (lease-holders, share-croppers).
Etc.
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Decreasing returns and Subsistence
All these types, however, have historically exhibited a
fundamental shortcoming: decreasing returns.
The static approach to this feature of backward agriculture is
to assume that land is a ﬁxed natural resource.
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The static approach to decreasing returns
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The dynamic approach to diminishing returns
The labour technical norm of this society is summed up by a
coeﬃcient stating the amount of labour, speciﬁed in terms of
a head count of labourers, per unit of output: lg is such a
coeﬃcient.
No matter how simple this economy may be, a further input is
required by this economy next to labour: seeds. Seeds are
retrieved from the available outputG and are required on the
grounds of a technical coeﬃcient per unit of output: kg is
such a coeﬃcient.
It follows that the technology is fully speciﬁed by, and
eﬃciently applied according to
(lg ,kg )
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Some assumptions
Production is carried out on a given, historically acquired, plot
of land of given natural characteristics. Acquired means that
this land had been appropriated by free settlement, act of
force, discovery. Land, as such deﬁned, is the natural resource
of this economy. Its fertility and quality deﬁne the speciﬁed
vector of inputs.
For simplicity's sake, population and size of the labor force
coincide. Furthermore, in this simple, non-market economy the
entire labor force is eﬃciently employed.
Lis the size of the population-labour force.
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Basic Relations
It follows that the labour force is related to output by:
L = lgG
The necessary stock of seeds is:
K = kgG
A distributional principle: each member of the labour force
receives an amount of consumption that is institutionally ﬁxed:
the leader, the chief or the elders' caucus sets it to be equal to
w . It follows that aggregate consumption equals:
C = wL
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The simple computation of this economy's net product:
NP = (1−kg )G
The investable surplus, I , that can be earmarked to support
extensive growth, namely growth with an invariant technology
is
I = (1−kg )G −wlgG
Note that I = ∆K = kg∆G
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The growth rate
The achievable growth rate at a given point in time is:
∆G
G
≡ g = 1−kg
kg
−w lg
kg
This relationship states the economy's fundamental trade-oﬀ
(g ,w)
Note that (g ,w) is a social option wholly constrained by the
extant technology (kg , lg ).
Let it be supposed that this economy's covenant is to keep the
labour force fully employed. Thus, if the latter growth rate is
n = (∆L/L), then: n = g
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Growth and decreasing returns
Growth demands that output be expanded on new plots of
land: more of the natural resource is required. This is the
most immediate hurdle of the growth process.
Even if it is assumed that land can be freely grabbed, it cannot
be assumed that its natural characteristics remain unaltered.
Historical observation bears out the view that, given a
society's geographical and spatial knowledge and its means of
mobility and discovery, by and large early settlements occur on
the lands known to be the most fertile.
Thus, at the outset of this economy's history the initial plot of
land to be subject to exploitation can be assumed to be the
most fertile but as output is expanded , the new lands put in
cultivation feature decreasing fertility. Increasing population is
the root of this increase.
.
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The labour requirement revisited
As population grows and more land is required, expansion
takes place on lands of decreasing fertility. Hence, decreasing
returns due to natural resources are the norm; this can be
stated in the following way: more labour is required on newly
exploited lands, given the same amount of seeds, to obtain one
unit of output.
The movement towards the exploitation of new lands is a
complex historical phenomenon fraught with conﬂict and
danger both within and without the social body concerned:
the following is but a simpliﬁcation that eschews much of the
complexity involved.
The known agricultural technique undergoes a process of
adaptation to a harsher production environment not a true
technological improvement.
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The labour requirement function
In discrete terms, as the economy moves from land A to B to
C to D....., the labour coeﬃcient applying therein changes as:
lgA < lgB < lgC < lgD ...........
as output is increased to meet this economy's requirements.
For simplicity, this stylised fact can be captured by a
continuous and diﬀerentiable function that sets the amount of
labour per unit of output that is necessary on the 'last' plot of
land to be exploited in relation to the volume of output G that
is to be produced, while the capital coeﬃcient kg is kept
constant: kg = cons:
lg = l(G )
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An unequal society
In plain and cold terms, the net product of each plot of land
per unit of labour, np = ((1−kg )/(lg )), is obviously diﬀerent
and such that, calling A,B,C....the diﬀerent plots:
npA > npB > npC > ................
Moreover, if each 'owner' invested according to the same rate :
wA > wB > wC > .................
or if each labourer consumed the same w then:
rA > rB > rC > .................
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The origin of rent
It is clearly the case that new labourers (as population
increases) be forced on marginal lands of ever decreasing
fertility.
'Owners' of diﬀerently fertile lands can thus propose a
'contract' to these labourers enticing them to till their lands
instead of themselves.
On the grounds of at least weak rationality, the wage rate
would equal the real consumption per head obtainable on the
historically reached marginal land and it would be the same
across the whole economy.
If, on average, all land owners invested to achieve the same
growth, g = r , then all would appropriate an 'income' of
decreasing magnitude from the land of highest fertility to that
of the lowest. In the latter case such 'income' would be zero.
Deﬁne such 'income' as rent.
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Overview
If the growth rate is kept constant then w must necessarily
decrease.
Vice versa, if w is kept constant then g must decrease but
then it will go below the population growth rate n.
The trade-oﬀ between consumption per head and the growth
rate.
Note: there is no technical change taking place.
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Self-production, Self-consumption
This simple, closed economy does not trade: it is entirely
self-suﬃcient.
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